Abstract: 12
). The KNOT is conserved in plants, found in both dicots and monocots, 53 and a potentially analogous structure may be formed by Drosophila piRNA clusters 54 [5, 7] . 55
Invasive DNA elements, such as TEs, retroviruses, and transgenes, are not only 56 central to biotechnology but also play an important role in disease [8] and genome 57 evolution [9] . Plants have evolved a balanced response to these elements, allowing for 58 potential benefits, such as rapid adaptation to environmental challenges, through 59 controlled mobility [10] . In contrast, their uncontrolled proliferation and expression, 60 which can lead to genome instability and potentially harmful ectopic gene expression, 61 respectively, is counteracted by the silencing of invasive elements. With transgenes, 62 silencing has been observed since the beginning of their use (reviewed in Kooter et 63 al., 1999) and is of concern to both, gene technology and fundamental research. In 64 plants, many transgenic approaches are based on T-DNA vectors [12] . However, 65 despite their common origin, vectors used to generate transgenic plants exhibit 66 significant differences with respect to transgene expression. Certain vectors, 67 especially those containing viral 35S regulatory sequences [13] , such as pROK2 used 68 to generate the insertion lines of the SALK collection [14] , become more frequently 69 silenced than others. It is unlikely that the underlying mechanism is directly associated 70 with these transgenes, as plants must have evolved strategies to counteract invasive 71 elements well before plant transformation was developed. Hence, although the 72 susceptibility to silencing differs among vectors, the underlying mechanisms are likely 73 universal irrespective of the variation with respect to silencing. The high frequency and 74 variability of silencing among SALK lines make them an ideal system to study the 75 control of invasive genetic elements. Suppression of such elements in plants has been 76 associated with sRNA-mediated processes, either leading to transcript decay or DNA 77 methylation and transcriptional silencing [13, 15] . Here, we introduce an alternative 78 silencing mechanism, KNOT-Linked Silencing (KLS), and show how transgenes and 79 the 3D-genome can reciprocally influence each other. 80
81

Results: 82
Ectopic 3D contacts between transgene insertion sites and the KNOT 83
We reanalyzed previously published Hi-C data [5] obtained from mutant plants 84
and observed novel high-frequency long-range interactions that were absent in the wild 85 type (Fig. 1B) . In the crwn1-1 mutant [16], caused by a T-DNA insertion, these novel 86 interactions occur between the CRWN1 locus and several KEEs. Additionally, we 87 observed an enrichment of interaction frequencies between the transgene integration 88 site (TIS) and constitutive heterochromatin of all five Arabidopsis chromosomes ( Fig.  89 1B and Additional file 1: Figure S1A-B) . 90 We hypothesized that transgene integration can induce ectopic KEEs that 91 originate from the TIS, resulting in novel high-frequency contacts between the TIS and 92 the KNOT. Thus, transgene integration may disturb the endogenous 3D-organization 93 of the TIS. To test this, we performed 4C experiments in 8 independent, publicly 94 available transgenic SALK lines, setting the viewpoint at the respective TIS (Fig. 1C) . 95
In parallel, we generated 4C interaction profiles of the same viewpoints in Columbia-0 96 (Col-0) wild-type plants, and statistically evaluated differences between transgenic and 97 wild-type 4C profiles (Fig. 2) . Between transgenic and wild-type lines, differential 98 interaction analysis revealed significant differences (FDR < 0.05), predominantly 99 coinciding with KEEs (6 of 8 transgenic lines) (Fig. 2) . However, the magnitude of 100 perturbation in the 4C profile differed considerably among lines. Three of them (SG260, 101 SG292, and SG298) exhibited a significant change in interaction frequencies only with 102 respect to one individual KEE (KEE3 for SG292 and KEE6 for SG260 and SG298, 103 respectively). Other transgenic lines (SG307, SG314, and SG330) showed more 104 severe perturbations of their 4C profile. We detected ectopic high-frequency contacts 105 with most KEEs and with pericentromeric regions of all chromosomes, reminiscent of 106 the initial observation in crwn1-1 ( Fig. 2 and Additional file 1: Figure S1A ). Thus, 107 transgene integration does not solely result in the insertion of additional genetic 108 material but can also perturb the 3D-organization of the TIS in a specific manner. interactions, phenocopying the absence of NPTII in the wild type (Fig. 3A-B) . Lines 147 with significantly increased interaction frequencies with the KNOT but not the 148 pericentromeres as well as lines without increased KNOT interaction frequencies were 149 not significantly affected by kanamycin, thus showing sufficient NPTII expression (Fig.  150   3A) . We confirmed these results by RNA sequencing data, which revealed a significant 151 anti-correlation between TIS-KEE interaction frequencies and NPTII expression (Fig.  152   3C ) that itself significantly correlated with viability on kanamycin (Fig. 3D) . As the 153 strength of TIS-KNOT interactions negatively correlated with NPTII expression, we 154
propose an involvement of the KNOT in transgene silencing. were neither silenced nor exhibited strong 3D-perturbations, whereas certain TISs in 159 euchromatin showed significant perturbations and were silenced. To corroborate this 160 observation, we grew 99 homozygous SALK lines carrying insertions distributed along 161 chromosome 1 on selective medium and scored their viability associated with NPTII 162 expression. We did not observe decreased viability of lines that carry transgenes in 163 repressive heterochromatin (Fig. 3E) . Moreover, statistical analysis rejected a non-164 random distribution of viability scores, a finding supported by a previous study [18] . We 165 cannot exclude that upon transformation, chromosomal localization may have 166 influenced transgene expression, leading to counterselection of T-DNAs inserted into 167 repressive environments. However, as they would not have been retrieved otherwise, 168 all transgenes analyzed here were initially expressed and acquired a distinct 169 expression state since. Hence, our results suggest that at least de novo silencing of 170 transgenes is independent of the epigenetic environment of the TIS. 171
Furthermore, transgene silencing cannot be predicted based on wild-type 172 interaction frequencies of a prospective TIS and the KNOT. Using Hi-C data from wild-173 type plants [5], we did not observe a significant correlation between the interaction 174 frequencies of the prospective TIS with the KNOT and transgene silencing (Fig. 3F) , 175
indicating that the 3D-organization of the prospective TIS does not predispose for 176
silencing. 177
To investigate whether perturbing the 3D-organization of the TIS is limited to 178 transgene expression or whether TIS-KNOT contacts also affect neighboring 179 endogenous gene expression, we performed RNA sequencing. We analyzed triplicate 180 mRNA from seven lines to test whether expression of genes surrounding the TIS 181 differed between wild-type and transgenic lines, indicative of an effect of novel TIS-182 KNOT interactions. We found that transcriptional silencing is restricted to the 183 transgene, as there was no enrichment of differentially expressed genes in the 184 neighborhood of the TIS or the KEEs (Fig. 3G and Additional file 1: Figure S2B) . 185
Endogenous loci evade KLS, indicating specificity to invasive genetic elements. 186
Furthermore, although the genomic region encompassing the TIS and nearby genes 187 is folded into a repressive environment, silencing is limited to the transgene itself. Thus, 188 a perturbation of nuclear architecture alone is not sufficient to silence gene expression 189 and other, yet to be discovered, factors may play a role in KLS specificity. We first investigated mC levels in the nopaline synthase promoter (nosP) driving 206 NPTII in three active (A-lines) and three silenced lines (S-lines) by Sanger sequencing 207 after bisulfite conversion (Fig. 4C) . In average, S-lines showed elevated mC levels and 208 weak correlations with both, kanamycin sensitivity and KEE interaction frequencies 209 (Fig. 4C-E and Additional file 1: Figure S2C-F) . However, SG314, exhibiting 210 significantly higher mC levels than all other lines, had a major effect on the statistical 211 analysis. By omitting SG314, no significant mC enrichment in S-lines and no significant 212 correlation between either transgene silencing or KEE interaction frequencies and mC 213 levels was observed ( Fig. 4C-E) . In all transgenic lines, including SG314, the overall 214 nosP mC levels were lower than expected for RdDM and comparable or below average 215 genomic mC levels [24] [25] [26] [27] . In summary, although one transgenic line (SG314) 216 exhibited elevated mC levels, which may be associated with RdDM, other silenced 217 lines (SG307 and SG330) showed low mC levels, indistinguishable from active 218 transgenes. Therefore, mC is not necessary for the silencing of the investigated 219 transgenes and we conclude that mC-dependent TGS, such as RdDM, is not a 220 prerequisite for KLS. Consistent with these results, mC-independent transcriptional 221 gene silencing has previously been reported [28] . 222 sRNA abundance does not correlate with KLS 223
To assess a possible involvement of sRNAs in KLS, we conducted sRNA 224 sequencing (sRNA-seq). First, we analyzed the abundance of sRNAs mapping to the 225 pROK2 transgene. In case of a significant involvement of sRNAs in silencing the 226 investigated transgenes and, thus, KLS, we expected to find high levels of associated 227 sRNAs in S-lines and low levels in A-lines. We detected sRNAs associated with 228 pROK2 in all transgenic lines, although to variable extents ( Fig. 4F and Additional file 229 1: Figure S3B ). In accordance with our DNA methylation analysis, sRNAs were 230 abundant in SG314, yet, no general correlation between sRNA levels and transgene 231 silencing was found. By normalization of sRNA reads to transgene copy number, an 232 A-line (SG298) even exhibits the highest abundance of sRNAs in all analyzed lines 233 (Additional file 1: Figure S3B) . Additionally, both the silenced lines SG330 and 234 SG307 showed indistinguishable sRNA levels from A-lines (SG260, SG292, SG310). 235
We conclude that sRNAs are neither sufficient nor necessary to silence these 236 transgenes. In summary, our findings suggest that neither DNA methylation nor sRNAs 237 play a primary role in silencing the investigated transgenes and that KLS does not 238 depend on RdDM-related TGS. 239
To perform a genome-wide analysis of sRNA abundance in the investigated 240 lines, sRNA reads were binned to 500 bp genomic regions and subsequently analyzed 241 to detect loci of differential sRNA association (Additional file 1: Figure S3A ). The 242 sRNA profiles of active and silenced transgenic lines were very similar, identifying only 243 few distinct differential loci (Fig. 3H ). An analysis of genomic features overlapping the 244 identified differential loci did not reveal obvious candidate factors involved in transgene 245 silencing. We subsequently compared the identified differential sRNA loci with 246 differentially expressed genes obtained from the mRNA-seq experiment using the 247 same contrast (active vs. silenced transgenic lines) and no overlap between the two 248 data sets was found. Similarly, analysis of the differentially expressed genes of this 249 contrast did not provide candidates associated with transgene silencing. Our results 250 suggest that sRNAs do not appear to be directly involved in silencing the investigated 251
transgenes. 252
By performing an alternative experiment, we aimed to independently confirm 253 that sRNAs are not a prerequisite of KLS. Specifically, we used a genetic approach to 254 test whether PTGS is involved in KLS. As PTGS involves sRNAs that lead to mRNA 255 decay, it can silence genes in trans. Thus, the progeny of a cross between an S-and 256 an A-line should be at least partially silenced, as transgenes identical in sequence are 257 present in both parental lines, such that mRNA from both transgenes should be 258 affected by the same sRNAs. We performed reciprocal crosses using seven parental 259 lines: one wild-type, three S-(SG307, SG314, SG330), and three A-lines (SG292, 260 SG298, SG310) (Fig. 4A) . This resulted in 8 progeny groups, either derived from two 261
S-lines (SS), two A-lines (AA), two groups of progenies with parents of converse 262
transcriptional state (SA and AS), and 4 groups of hemizygous transgenic progeny. 263
We assessed their viability reflecting NPTII expression by growing F1 seedlings on 264 selective medium and measuring the area and mean green fraction intensity of imaging 265 data ( Fig. 4A-B) . The transgene expression state behaved as a heritable dominant 266 trait (Fig. 4A) . SS progeny, lacking NPTII expression, exhibited significantly reduced 267 viability compared to all other groups, whereas as SA, AS, and AA groups did not 268 significantly differ from each other (Fig. 4B) . Thus, in F1 seedlings, KLS behaves as a 269 recessive trait with Mendelian inheritance. This excludes the involvement of diffusible 270 sRNAs acting in trans, suggesting that PTGS is unlikely involved in KLS. 271
KLS shows paramutation-like features 272
To assess whether the F2 generation also follows Mendelian segregation, we 273 cultivated progeny of the above-described crosses on non-selective medium and 274 allowed four plants of each F1 population to self-fertilize. We then analyzed the 275 segregation in response to kanamycin in the F2 seedling populations. Assuming 276
Mendelian segregation, double hemizygous F1 plants containing a silenced and active 277 NPTII transgene are expected to produce 25% kanamycin-sensitive offspring 278 (Additional file 1: Figure S3E ). Employing PCR-based genotyping, we could confirm 279 genetic Mendelian segregation for both transgenes (Additional file 1: Table S9) . 280
However, phenotypically we observed a deviation from Mendelian segregation in a 281 large fraction of the F2 populations, manifested in significantly higher proportions (up 282 to 92%) of kanamycin-sensitive seedlings ( has been observed before [22, 23] . Importantly, during the entire crossing procedure, 287 the trans-silencing effect depends on the initial presence of a silenced transgene, as 288 F2 seedling populations derived from AA crosses did not exhibit trans-silencing 289 phenotypes (Fig. 4G) 
Discussion: 302
The KNOT is a novel player of the genome´s defense system 303 Our results suggest that insertion of transgenes has more profound effects on 304 genome structure than previously anticipated, as not only genetic material is added, 305 but also the 3D-architecture of the TIS can be severely perturbed. These alterations 306 have a profound impact on the transgenes themselves, as architectural perturbations 307 can clearly be associated with the expression state of the transgenes. Importantly, the 308 observed perturbations are not random. Moreover, we detected specific ectopic 309 interactions with the KNOT, suggesting its involvement in the nuclear defense system 310 against invasive genetic elements. 311
KLS does not depend on canonical silencing pathways 312
In our studies on the nature of KLS, we could not find strong evidence for an 313 involvement of either PTGS or canonical TGS, suggesting that KLS is at least initially 314 independent of these silencing mechanisms. In support, a previous study showed that 315 the number of KEEs is not reduced in mutants leading to the de-repression of silenced 316 genes [6] . The epigenetic marks affected in these mutants include repressive histone 317 modifications, such as H3K27me3 (clf;swn double mutant) and H3K9me2 318 (suvh4;suvh5;suvh6 triple mutant), DNA methylation (ddm1, met1, cmt3), and 319 epigenetic processes affecting silencing by other means (mom1). This suggests that 320 epigenetic marks commonly associated with gene silencing, such as H3K9me2, 321
H3K27me3, and mC, are not necessary for interactions among KEEs. Hence, an 322 involvement of these canonical repressive marks in the recruitment of T-DNAs to the 323 KNOT, thereby initiating KLS, is unlikely. Interestingly, in many of these mutants an 324 identical set of ectopic KEEs can be observed in apparently pre-defined positions, 325 which show a significant enrichment of VANDAL6 and ATLANTYS3 TEs, both of which 326 are highly enriched in the ten canonical KEEs (Additional file 1: Figure S3G ). This 327 finding suggests that inactive KEE regions exist in the genome, whose functional 328 activation may rely on active transcription of TEs. 329
KLS is a dynamic process 330
We observed that TIS-KNOT interactions alone are insufficient for transgene 331 silencing, which only occurs in lines that also acquired high-frequency TIS-332 pericentromere interactions. We hypothesize that TIS-KNOT interactions may initiate 333 transgene silencing, which could then be followed by a secondary alteration of the TIS' 334 interactions. The identification of these cofactors will be essential for a better 362 understanding of KLS and its embedding within other nuclear processes. However, 363 this search will be challenging due to the technical inaccessibility of KLS phenotypes, 364 such as TIS-KEE interactions, for large-scale genetic screening. 365 KLS represents a previously uncharacterized mechanism to defend the genome 366 against invasive DNA elements. Hence, KLS is not only important for a basic 367 understanding of gene regulation in the context of the 3D-genome but is also of great 368 interest to plant biotechnology, as transgene integration may have a larger impact on 369 genome architecture than previously thought. 370
Conclusions 371
Mobile invasive DNA elements can threaten proper genome function. Hence, 372 their transcription is regulated and can be shut down by cellular processes known as 373 gene silencing mechanisms. We here present a novel aspect of gene silencing, which 374 is linked to the KNOT, a specific 3D-chromosomal structure. Our results suggest a 375 functional role of 3D-genome folding in the defense against invasive elements. KLS 376 appears to be independent of previously published silencing mechanism, whose 377 hallmarks are increased DNA methylation and RNA interference. In fact, KLS may 378 even underlie these silencing mechanisms. Interestingly, the KNOT is conserved within 379 the plant kingdom; thus, KLS may represent a basal silencing mechanism common to 380 pericentromeres (KEE-IF) and nosP methylation levels. Weak correlation was 578 observed (red line). Non-significant correlation was observed when the highest 579 methylated line (SG314) is omitted (blue line). e) Correlation between kanamycin 580 resistance phenotype and nosP methylation levels. Weak correlation was observed 581 (red line). Non-significant correlation was observed when SG314 was omitted (blue 582 line). f) Percentage of 21nt and 24nt sRNA-seq reads found within pROK2. For each 583 genotype, biological triplicates were assessed (number of reads were normalized by 584 transgene copy number) (Additional file 1: Table S1 ). g) Segregation in F2 seedlings. 585
Chi-square tests were performed to test for deviation from Mendelian segregation 586 Table  591 S7, Table S8, Figure S3C ). 592
